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Abstract
Knowledge discovery in databases, also known as data mining, is the efficient discovery of previously
unknown, valid, novel, potentially useful, and understandable patterns in large databases. It encompasses
many different techniques and algorithms which differ in the kinds of data that can be analyzed and the
form of knowledge representation used to convey the discovered knowledge. An important problem in the
area of data mining is the development of effective measures of interestingness for ranking the discovered
knowledge. In this report, we provide a general overview of the more successful and widely known data
mining techniques and algorithms, and survey seventeen interestingness measures from the literature
that have been successfully employed in data mining applications.
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Introduction

Knowledge discovery in databases, also known as data mining, is the efficient discovery of previously unknown,
valid, novel, potentially useful, and understandable patterns in large databases [19, 15]. Ultimately, the
knowledge that we seek to discover describes patterns in the data as opposed to knowledge about the
data itself. Patterns in the data can be represented in many different forms, including classification rules,
association rules, clusters, sequential patterns, time series, contingency tables, summaries obtained using
some hierarchical or taxonomic structure, and others. Typically, the number of patterns generated is very
large, but only a few of these patterns are likely to be of any interest to the domain expert analyzing the
data. The reason for this is that many of the patterns are either irrelevant or obvious, and do not provide
new knowledge [49]. To increase the utility, relevance, and usefulness of the discovered patterns, techniques
are required to reduce the number of patterns that need to be considered. Techniques which satisfy this goal
are broadly referred to as interestingness measures.
This report is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a general overview of classical data mining
techniques and algorithms. In Section 3, we present a survey of seventeen interestingness measures that have
been successfully employed in data mining applications. We conclude in Section 4 with a summary table
classifying the seventeen interestingness measures described in Section 3.

2

Data Mining Techniques and Algorithms

Data mining encompasses many different techniques and algorithms. These differ in the kinds of data that
can be analyzed and the kinds of knowledge representation used to convey the discovered knowledge. Here
we describe some of the more successful and widely known techniques and algorithms.

2.1

Classification

Classification is perhaps the most commonly applied data mining technique. Early examples of classification
techniques from the literature include Mitchell’s VSA [45, 46], Quinlan’s ID3 [53], Michalski et al. AQ15
[43], and Clark and Niblett’s CN2 [11]. VSA induces a single classification rule from two complementary
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trees (a specialization tree and a generalization tree) that converge on a common node containing the rule.
ID3 induces a decision tree. An object is classified by descending the tree until a branch leads to a leaf node
containing the decision. AQ15 induces a set of decision rules. An object is classified by selecting the most
preferred decision rule according to user-defined criteria. CN2 induces a decision list. An object is classified
by selecting the best rule according to user-defined accuracy and statistical significance criteria.
Later examples of classification techniques from the literature include Zhang and Michalski’s FCLS [71],
Gur-Ali and Wallace’s PrIL [24], Mehta et al. SLIQ [42], and CLOUDS [7]. FCLS induces a weighted
threshold rule. The threshold determines the number of conditions which must be satisfied in a valid rule.
An object is classified by generalizing and specializing examples until the number of incorrectly classified
examples is below some user-defined error rate. PrIL induces decision rules in a manner similar to those
induced by ID3. However, the rules induced by PrIL are associated with a minimum correct classification
threshold and confidence level. When a rule cannot meet the minimum correct classification threshold,
objects cannot be classified according to that rule. SLIQ induces a decision tree built using the Minimum
Description Length principle [57]. It is similar to other decision tree classifiers except that it is capable
of handling large disk-resident datasets (i.e., all of the data cannot fit into memory). CLOUDS induces a
decision tree similar to the manner used by SLIQ except that a more computationally efficient method is
used to determine the splitting points at each node.
Other examples of classification techniques from the literature include C4.5/C5.0 [52], KID3 [51], parallel
ID3 [17], and SPRINT [60]. C4.5/C5.0 is an industrial-quality descendant of ID3 that has seen widespread
use in the research community. KID3 induces exact decision rules (i.e., those that are always correct) and
strong decision rules (i.e., those that are almost always correct). An efficient parallel technique is used that
accesses the data only once to generate all exact rules. Parallel ID3 uses a distributed tree construction
technique to induce decision trees. SPRINT is a parallel version of the SLIQ algorithm that uses different
and more memory efficient data structures to induce a decision tree.
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2.2

Association

Association is another of the commonly applied data mining techniques. The problem is typically examined
in the context of discovering buying patterns from retail sales transactions, and is commonly referred to as
market basket analysis. Market basket analysis was originally introduced in [2] and has since been studied
extensively.
Much of the literature focuses on the Apriori algorithm [3] and its descendants containing various refinements. Apriori extracts the set of frequent itemsets from the set of candidate itemsets generated. A frequent
itemset is an itemset whose support is greater then some user-defined minimum and a candidate itemset
is an itemset whose support has yet to be determined.It has an important property that if any subset of a
candidate itemset is not a frequent itemset, then the candidate itemset is also not a frequent itemset.
Refinements to Apriori include Partition [59], DHP [50], sampling [65], DIC [9], and parallel Apriori [4].
Partition reads the database at most two times to generate all significant association rules while generating
no false negatives. It is also inherently parallel in nature and can be parallelized with minimal communication
and synchronization between nodes. DHP is a hash-based algorithm for generating candidate itemsets that
reduces the number of candidate 2-itemsets by an order of magnitude. Pruning the candidate 2-itemsets
significantly reduces the number of frequent k-itemsets that need to be considered when k > 2. Sampling
is used to take a random sample from a database to find all association rules that are probably valid in the
entire database. A second pass of the database is used to verify the support for each potential association
rule. DIC partitions the database into blocks. When scanning the first block it counts only 1-itemsets. When
scanning the k-th block, it counts 2-, 3-, 4-, . . . , k-itemsets. Usually it can finish counting all the itemsets
in two passes over the data. Parallel Apriori is a parallel version of Apriori that exhibits excellent scaleup
behaviour and requires only minimal additional overhead compared to serial Apriori.
Other literature focuses on alternative approaches for discovery of association rules. These approaches
include Hybrid Distribution [28], Itemset Clustering [69], Share Measures [30], and Q2 [10]. Hybrid Distribution is a parallel algorithm that improves upon parallel Apriori by dynamically partitioning the candidate
itemsets to achieve superior load balancing across the nodes. More association rules can then be generated
more quickly in a single pass over the database. Scaleup is near linear and in general it utilizes memory
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more efficiently. Itemset Clustering approximates the set of potentially maximal frequent itemsets and then
uses an efficient lattice traversal technique to generate clusters of frequent itemsets in a single pass over the
database. Share measures are used to more accurately indicate the financial impact of an itemset by not only
considering the co-occurrence of items in an itemset, but by also considering the quantity and value of the
items purchased. Q2 obtains performance improvements of more than an order of magnitude over Apriori
by computing and pruning the frequent Boolean itemsets before searching for valid association rules. Once
this is done, association rules can be found with a single pass over the database.

2.3

Clustering

Identifying objects that share some distinguishing characteristics is also a frequently used data mining
technique. Known as clustering, there are numerous techniques described in the literature.
Early examples of clustering from the literature include Michalski’s CLUSTER/2 [44] and Fisher’s COBWEB [18]. CLUSTER/2 finds a disjoint clustering of objects that optimizes user-defined parameters regarding the number of clusters required and clustering quality criteria. It uses an efficient path-rank-ordered
search procedure to limit the number of nodes visited in the search tree. COBWEB further increases efficiency by using an incremental approach that organizes data in a way that maximizes its inference abilities
by identifying data dependencies involving important attributes.
More recent examples from the literature include Ng and Han’s CLARANS [47], Zhang et al. BIRCH
[72], Ester et al. DBSCAN [14], Wang et al. STING [66], and Agrawal et al. CLIQUE [1]. CLARANS is
an extension of the k-medoids approach developed by Kaufman and Rousseeuw in [32]. It is based upon a
randomized search algorithm with user-defined parameters that control the length and quality of the search.
BIRCH incrementally and dynamically evaluates data to generate the best quality clusters possible given
user-defined time constraints and available memory. A single pass over the database is usually enough to
find high quality clusters. DBSCAN is a density-based approach that utilizes user-defined parameters for
controlling the density of the discovered clusters. This approach allows adjacent regions of sufficiently high
density to be connected to form clusters of arbitrary shape and is able to differentiate noise in regions of
low density. STING models the search space as a hierarchical structure of rectangular cells corresponding to
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different levels of resolution. Each cell at a high level is partitioned to form a number of smaller cells in the
next lower level. Statistical information is associated with each cell to facilitate querying and incremental
updates. CLIQUE is a density-based approach that has the ability to find clusters in subspaces of high
dimensional data. The search space is partitioned into equal-sized units. Discovered clusters are unions of
adjacent high-density units.

2.4

Correlation

Statistically-oriented in nature, correlation has seen increasing use as a data mining technique. Although
the analysis of multi-dimensional categorical data is possible and described extensively in the literature
[56, 16, 22], the most commonly employed method is that of two-dimensional contingency table analysis of
categorical data using the chi-square statistic as a measure of significance.
Recent examples from the literature include the work of Sanjeev and Zytkow [58], Knobbe and Adrian
[35], Zemobowicz and Zytkow [70], Brin et al. [8], and Liu et al. [37]. Sanjeev and Zytkow analyze contingency
tables to discover students who are poorly prepared for university level course and at risk of dropping out.
Knobbe and Adrian analyze contingency tables to discover simple associations between single attributes that
can be easily visualized in a bar graph. Zembowicz and Zytkow analyze contingency tables using the 49er
data mining system. 49er examines each pair of attributes in a contingency table and applies statistical tests
of significance and strength to quantify the discovered patterns. Brin et al. analyze contingency tables to
generate dependence rules that identify statistical dependence in both the presence and absence of items in
itemsets. Liu et al. analyze contingency tables to discover unexpected and interesting patterns that have a
low level of support and a high level of confidence.

2.5

Other Techniques

Other data mining techniques search for patterns in sequences and time series. The problem of mining for
patterns in sequences was introduced in [6] and [63]. The search for sequences of events that occur in a
particular order and within a particular time interval is described in [40] and [39]. A logic for expressing
temporal patterns defined over categorical data as a means for discovering patterns in sequences is described
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in [48]. Recent approaches for the discovery of patterns in sequences are described in [67], [25], and [68].
The problem of mining for patterns in time series has received a considerable amount of attention recently.
An approach that queries the Fourier series representation of a sequence is described in [54]. A framework is
described in [55] where models containing high-dimensional time series data are learned so that data values
can be forecast for the immediate future. An extended representation of time series that allows accurate
classification and clustering through a relevance feedback mechanism is described in [33]. A method for
mining segment-wise periodicity in time series data is described in [29]. The problem of finding rules relating
patterns in a time series to other patterns in the same time series, or to patterns in another time series are
described in [12].

3

Interestingness Measures

One problem area in the field of knowledge discovery in databases is the development of interestingness
measures for ranking the usefulness and utility of discovered patterns. In this section, we survey and
describe interestingness measures proposed in the literature that have been successfully employed in data
mining applications.

3.1

Piatetsky-Shapiro’s Rule-Interest Function

The rule-interest function [51] is used to quantify the correlation between attributes in a simple classification
rule. A simple classification rule is one where the left- and right-hand sides of the logical implication X → Y
correspond to a single attribute. The rule-interest function is given by:

RI = |X ∩ Y | −

|X||Y |
,
N

where N is the total number of tuples, |X| and |Y | are the number of tuples satisfying conditions X and
Y , respectively, |X ∩ Y | is the number of tuples satisfying X → Y , and |X||Y |/N is the number of tuples
expected if X and Y were independent (i.e., not associated).
When RI = 0, then X and Y are statistically independent and the rule is not interesting. When RI > 0
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(RI < 0), then X is positively (negatively) correlated to Y . The significance of the correlation between X
and Y can be determined using the chi-square test for a 2 × 2 contingency table. Those rules which do not
exceed a pre-determined minimum significance threshold are determined to be the most interesting.

3.2

Smyth and Goodman’s J-Measure

The J-measure [62] is the average information content of a probabilistic classification rule and is used to find
the best rules relating discrete-valued attributes. A probabilistic classification rule is a logical implication
X → Y with some probability p, where the left- and right-hand sides correspond to a single attribute. The
right-hand side is restricted to simple single-valued assignment expressions, while the left-hand side may be
a conjunction of these simple expressions. The J-measure is given by:






1 − p(x|y))
p(x|y)
+ (1 − p(x|y)) log
,
J(x; y) = p(y) p(x|y) log
p(x)
(1 − p(x))
where p(y), p(x), and p(x|y) are the probabilities of occurrence of y, x, and x given y, respectively, and
the term inside the square brackets is the relative (or cross) entropy. Relative entropy is the similarity (or
goodness of fit) of two probability distributions.
High values for J(x; y) are desirable, but are not necessarily associated with the best rule. For example,
rare conditions may be associated with the highest values for J(x; y) (i.e., where a particular y is highly
unlikely), but the resulting rule is insufficiently general to provide any new information. Consequently,
analysis may be required in which the accuracy of a rule is traded for some level of generality or goodnessof-fit.

3.3

Major and Mangano’s Rule Refinement

Rule refinement [38] is a strategy used to induce interesting classification rules from a database of classification
rules. The strategy consists of three phases: identifying potentially interesting rules, identifying technically
interesting rules, and removing rules that are not genuinely interesting. Potentially interesting rules are those
that satisfy specified confidence, coverage, and simplicity (i.e., rule length) criteria, or are closely related
to rules that do (closely related rules are those that may be specializations/generalizations of rules in the
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rule lattice). Technically interesting rules are selected from the potentially interesting rules according to
simplicity and statistical significance (i.e., chi-square test) criteria. While the selection of potentially and
technically interesting rules is strictly algorithmic, removing rules that are not genuinely interesting is a
manual task performed by a domain expert. This task involves keeping the simplest and/or most general
rules that adequately describe the data and removing other similar rules.

3.4

Agrawal and Srikant’s Itemset Measures

The itemset measures [2, 5] are used to identify frequently occurring association rules from sets of items
in large databases. An association rule is a logical implication X → Y , where the left- and right-hand
sides correspond to a set of attributes, and X and Y are disjoint. The association rule X → Y holds
in a transaction set D with confidence c, if c% of the transactions in D that contain X, also contain Y .
The association rule X → Y has support s in transaction set D, if s% of the transactions in D contain
X ∪ Y . From these definitions, we see that confidence corresponds to the strength of a rule, while support
corresponds to statistical significance. Those rules which exceed a predetermined minimum threshold for
support and confidence are considered to be interesting. Syntactic constraints can also be used to restrict
the items that can appear in the left- or right-hand side of a rule [2, 64].

3.5

Klemettinen et al. Rule Templates

Rule templates [34] are an extension of the syntactic constraints described in [2] and are used to describe
a pattern for those attributes that can appear in the left- or right-hand side of an association rule. A rule
template is given by:
A1 , A2 , . . . , Ak → Am ,

where each Ai is either an attribute name, a class name (a class hierarchy is used to map database values
to a taxonomy of classes), or an expression C+ or C∗. In the expressions C+ and C∗, C is a class name
and C+ and C∗ correspond to one or more, and zero or more, instances of the class C, respectively. An
induced rule matches the pattern specified in a rule template if it can be considered to be an instance of the
pattern. Rule templates may be either inclusive or restrictive. An inclusive rule template specifies desirable
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rules that are considered to be interesting, while a restrictive rule template specifies undesirable rules that
are considered to be uninteresting. Rule pruning can be done by setting support, confidence, and rule size
thresholds.

3.6

Matheus and Piatetsky-Shapiro’s Projected Savings

Projected savings [41] is a measure that assesses the financial impact of cost deviations from some normative
or expected values. Projected savings is given by:

P S = P I ∗ SP,

where P I is the projected impact and SP is the savings percentage. The projected impact is given by:

P I = P D ∗ P F,

where P D is the difference between the current average cost and the normative or expected cost for some
product or service, and IF is the impact factor (which may be viewed as the number of units sold). The
savings percentage is a domain expert specified value of the percentage decrease in deviation that would
result following some relevant intervention strategy. The interestingness of a deviation is directly related to
the projected savings achievable as a result of this strategy.

3.7

Hamilton and Fudger’s I-Measures

The I-measures [26] are used to quantify the significance of discovered knowledge, presented in the form
of generalized relations or summaries, based upon the structure of concept hierarchies associated with the
attributes in the original ungeneralized relation. The I1 measure considers the number of non-ANY, non-leaf
nodes in a summary and is given by:
I1 =

X

c(t(v)),

v
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where v is an attribute value, t(v) is the concept hierarchy associated with the attribute containing v, and
c(t(v)) is a function that returns 1 if v is a non-ANY, non-leaf concept, and 0 otherwise. The I2 measure
considers the depth and weighted height for all nodes in a summary is given by:

I2 =

X

(k)d(v, t(v)) + (1 − k)wh(v, t(v)),

v

where k specifies the relative significance of the depth of a concept versus the weighted depth (e.g., k = 0.5
indicates the distance from the root node is as significant as the distance from the leaf nodes), v is an
attribute value, t(v) is the concept hierarchy associated with the attribute containing v, d(v, t(v)) is the
depth of v in concept hierarchy t(v), and wh(v, t(v)) is the weighted height of v in concept hierarchy t(v).
The depth d(v, t(v)) of v in concept hierarchy t(v) is defined so that the depth of the root node is zero and
the depth of any other concept is one more than the depth of its parent. The weighted height wh(v, t(v))
of v in concept hierarchy t(v) is a function of the number of leaf concepts it has as descendants and the
sum of the distances to each of its descendants. Summaries associated with higher values of I1 and I2 are
considered more interesting.

3.8

Silbershatz and Tuzhilin’s Interestingness

Interestingness [61] determines the extent to which a soft belief is changed as a result of encountering new
evidence (i.e., discovered knowledge). A soft belief is one that a user is willing to change as new evidence is
encountered. Interestingness within the context of soft beliefs is given by:

I=

X p(α|E, ε) − p(α|ε)|
α

p(α|ε)

,

where α is a belief, E is new evidence, ε is the previous evidence supporting belief α, p(α|ε) is the confidence
in belief α, and p(α|E, ε) is the new confidence in belief α given the new evidence E. Summation is over all
beliefs. Bayes Theorem is used to determine the new confidence and is given by:

p(α|E, ε) =

p(E|α, ε)p(α|ε)
,
p(E|α, ε)p(α|ε) + p(E|¬α, ε)p(¬α|ε)
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Positive (negative) evidence strengthens (weakens) the belief.

3.9

Kamber and Shinghal’s Interestingness

Interestingness [31] determines the interestingness of classification rules based upon necessity and sufficiency.
There are two kinds of classification rules: discriminant and characteristic. A discriminant rule, e → h, where
e is evidence and h is a hypothesis, summarizes the conditions sufficient to distinguish one class from another.
Sufficiency is given by:
S(e → h) =

p(e|h)
.
p(e|¬h)

A characteristic rule, h → e, summaries the conditions necessary for membership in a class. Necessity is
given by:
N (e → h) =

p(¬e|h)
.
p(¬e|¬h)

Necessity and sufficiency can be used to assess the interestingness of the characteristic rule h → e, as follows:

IC ++ =




 (1 − N (e → h)) × p(h), 0 ≤ N (e → h) < 1

,




 (1 − S(e → h)) × p(h), 0 ≤ S(e → h) < 1

,



 0, otherwise
IC +− =



 0, otherwise

IC −+ =




 (1 − 1/N (e → h)) × p(¬h), 1 < N (e → h) < ∞

,




 (1 − 1/S(e → h)) × p(¬h), 1 < S(e → h) < ∞

,



 0, otherwise

and
IC −− =



 0, otherwise

where ++, +−, −+, and −− correspond to the characteristic rules h → e, h → ¬e, ¬h → e, and ¬h → ¬e,
respectively. Interestingness values for each of the measures lies in [0, 1], where 0 and 1 represent the
minimum and maximum possible interestingness, respectively.
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3.10

Hamilton et al. Credibility

Credibility [27] determines the extent to which a classification (i.e., generalized relation or summary) provides
decisions for all or nearly all possible values of the condition attributes, based upon adequately supported
evidence. Credibility is given by:

CredE (C) = QE (C) × min(I/M, 1),

where E is an equivalence class, C is a classification, QE (C) is the quality of classification C, I is the actual
number of instance supporting the equivalence class E, M is the minimum number of instances required
for a credible classification, and min(I/M, 1) is a factor that ensures a proportional weight is associated to
equivalence classes not supported by an adequate number of instances. The quality function QE (C) is given
by:
QE (C) = β × p(E) × |p(F |E) − p(F )|,

where β is a normalizaton factor to ensure that QE (C) is always within the interval [0, 1], P (E) is the
probability of equivalence class E, P (F |E) is the conditional probability of the occurrence of the concept
F (i.e., the decision attribute) given that E has occurred, and P (F ) is the probability of concept F . The
normalization factor is given by:
β=

3.11

1
.
2p(F )(1 − p(F ))

Liu et al. General Impressions

A general impression [36] is used to evaluate the importance of classification rules by comparing discovered
rules to an approximate or vague description of what is considered to be interesting. So, a general impression
is a kind of specification language. There are two types of general impressions that can be specified: Type
1 and Type 2. A Type 1 general impression is a rule of the form A1 OP1 , A2 OP2 , . . . , Ax OPx → Cj , where
each Ai OPi is called an impression term, each Ai is an attribute, each OPi is an impression descriptor from
the set {<, >, ≪, |, []}, and Cj is a class. The < (>) impression descriptor means smaller (larger) attribute
values are more likely to lead to inclusion in class Cj , ≪ means some range of attribute values are more
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likely to lead to inclusion in class Cj , | means some relationship exists between an attribute and class Cj but
the nature of this relationship is not exactly known, and [] means that some subset of the possible values for
an attribute are more likely to lead to inclusion in class Cj . A Type 2 general impression is specified when
there is more confidence that the combination of impression terms will lead to inclusion in class Cj . A Type 2
general impression is a rule of the form A1 OP1 , A2 OP2 , . . . , Ak OPk &Am OPm , An OPn , . . . , Ax OPx → Cj ,
where the part to the left (right) of the & symbol is called the core (supplement). The core must always
exist, otherwise the general impression should be specified as Type 1. If the supplement exists, then the
rule is called a maximal impression. In a maximal impression, the general impression is that the impression
terms in the core and any subset of those in the supplement are more likely to lead to inclusion in class Cj .
If the supplement does not exist, then the rule is called an exact impression. In an exact impression, the
general impression is that the impression terms in the core are more likely to lead to inclusion in class Cj .
The specified general impressions are matched against the rules generated, and ranked to identify those that
are most valid.

3.12

Gago and Bento’s Distance Metric

The distance metric [21] measures the distance between two rules and is used to determine the rules that
provide the highest coverage for the given data. The distance metric is given by:

D(Ri , Rj ) =




 ( DA(Ri ,Rj )+2DV (Ri ,Rj )−2EV (Ri ,Rj ) , N O(Ri , Rj ) = 0
N (Ri )+N (Rj )

,



 2, otherwise

where Ri and Rj are rule i and j, respectively, DA(Ri , Rj ) is the sum of the number of attributes in Ri not
in Rj and the number of attributes in Rj not in Ri , DV (Ri , Rj ) is the number of attributes in Ri and Rj
that have slightly overlapping values in the range conditions (slightly overlapping means less than 66% of
the range), EV (Ri , Rj ) is the number of attributes in Ri and Rj that have overlapping values in the range
conditions (overlapping means more than 66% of the range), N (Ri ) and N (Rj ) are the number of attributes
in Ri and Rj , respectively, and N O(Ri , Rj ) is the number of attributes in Ri and Rj with nonoverlapping
values. The distance metric returns a value on [−1, 1] or 2. Values near -1 and 1 indicate a strong and slight
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overlap, respectively, while the value 2 indicates no overlap. The rules with the highest average distance to
the other rules are considered to be the most interesting.

3.13

Freitas’ Surprisingness

Surprisingness [20] is a measure that determines the interestingness of discovered knowledge via the explicit
detection of occurrences of Simpson’s paradox. Simpson’s paradox is described, as follows. Let X1 and X2
be two mutually exclusive and exhaustive populations partitioned according to the value of a binary event
attribute E, where E1 and E2 are the values of E in X1 and X2 , respectively. Let P (E1 ) and P (E2 ) be the
probabilities of events E1 and E2 in X1 and X2 , respectively. Now let X1 and X2 be further partitioned
according to the value of a categorical attribute having m distinct values (i.e., event Ei is partitioned into
events Eij , i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, . . . , m). Then let P (E1j ) and P (E2j ) be the probabilities for events E1j
and E2j in X1 and X2 , respectively. Assuming that P (E1 ) > P (E2 ) (P (E1 ) < P (E2 )), Simpson’s paradox
occurs when P (E1j ) ≤ P (E2j ) (P (E1j ) ≥ P (E2j )) for all j = 1, 2, . . . , m. That is, although event E1 (E2 )
has a higher (lower) overall probability of occurring, the probability of occurrence of each E1j (E2j ) in E1
(E2 ) can actually be lower (higher) than each E2j (E1j ) in E2 (E1 ).

3.14

Gray and Orlowska’s Interestingness

Interestingness [23] is used to evaluate the strength of associations between sets of items in retail transactions
(i.e., association rules). While support and confidence have been shown to be useful for characterizing association rules, interestingness contains a discrimination component that gives an indication of the independence
of the antecedent and consequent. Interestingness is given by:

I=



P (X ∩ Y )
P (X) × P (Y )

k

!

−1

× (P (X) × P (Y ))m ,

where P (X ∩ Y ) is the confidence, P (X) × P (Y ) is the support,

P (X∩Y )
P (X)∩P (Y )

is the discrimination, and k

and m are parameters to weight the relative importance of the discrimination and support components,
respectively. Higher values of interestingness are considered more interesting.
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3.15

Dong and Li’s Interestingness

Interestingness [13] is used to evaluate the importance of an association rule by considering its unexpectedness
in terms of other association rules in its neighborhood. The neighborhood of an association rule consists of
all association rules within a given distance. The distance metric is given by:

D(R1 , R2 ) = δ1 × |(X1 ∪ Y1 )Θ(X2 ∪ Y2 )| + δ2 × |X1 ΘX2 | + δ3 × |Y1 ΘY2 |,

where R1 = X1 → Y1 , R2 = X2 → Y2 , δ1 , δ2 , and δ3 are parameters to weight the relative importance of all
three terms, and Θ is an operator denoting the symmetric difference between X and Y (i.e., (X−Y )∪(Y −X)).
An r-neighborhood of a rule is given by the set:

N (R0 , r) = {R|D(R, R0 ) ≤ r, R a potential rule}

and is used to define the interestingness of a rule. Two types of interestingness are: unexpected confidence
and isolated. Unexpected confidence interestingness is given by:

U CI =




 1, if||c(R0 ) − ac(R0 , r)| − sc(R0 , r)| > t1

,



 0, otherwise,

where c(R0 ) is th confidence of R0 , ac(R0 , r) and sc(R0 , r) are the average confidence and standard deviation
of the rules in the set M ∩ N (R0 , r) − {R0 } (M is the set of rules satisfying the minimum support and
confidence), and t1 is a threshold. Isolated interestingness is given by:

II =




 1, if|N (R0 , r)| − |M ∩ N (R0 , r)| > t2

,



 0, otherwise,

where |N (R0 , r)| is the number of potential rules in an r-neighborhood, |M ∩ N (R0 , r)| is the number of
rules generated from the neighborhood, and t2 is a threshold.
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3.16

Liu et al. Reliable Exceptions

A reliable exception [37] is a weak rule having relatively small support and relatively high confidence. Reliable
exceptions can be induced, as follows. First, use rule induction to generate the strong rules (or some
predetermined number of the strongest rules according to some threshold). Reliable exceptions will be
evaluated with respect to these strong rules. Second, using contingency table analysis, identify significant
deviations between the actual and expected frequency of occurrence of attribute-value and class pairs. Third,
specify a deviation threshold. For positive (negative) deviations, any deviation greater than (less than) the
threshold is considered outstanding. Fourth, get al. l instances containing the attribute-value and class
pairs of the outstanding negative deviations (i.e., all instances satisfying the rule X → c, where X is an
attribute-value and c is a class. Fifth, calculate the difference between the confidence of the rule X → c
for the selected instances and the whole dataset. Now the confidence for the selected instances is always 1.
So, a large difference (i.e., near 1) implies that the confidence on the whole dataset is low (i.e., near 0), and
thus, a reliable exception has been discovered.

3.17

Zhong et al. Peculiarity

Peculiarity [73] is used to determine the extent to which one data object differs from other similar data
objects. The peculiarity factor is given by:

P F (xi ) =

n q
X
N (xi , xj ),
j=1

where xi and xj are attribute values, n is the number of different attribute values, and N (xi , xj ) is the
conceptual distance between xi and xj . The conceptual difference is given by:

N (xi , xj ) = |xi − xj |.
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4

Conclusion

Here we classify the interestingness measures from the previous section according to the three criteria shown
in Table 1. The Representation column describes the general form of the knowledge representation expected
by each measure, the Foundation column describes the general nature of the fundamental calculation or
methodology for each measure (i.e., utilitarian, probabilistic, syntactic, distance), the Scope column describes
the number of rules covered by each interestingness value generated by each measure (i.e., a single rule or the
whole rule set), and the Class column describes the the class of each measure (i.e., objective or subjective).
Objective measures are based upon the structure of the discovered patterns, while subjective measures are
based upon user beliefs or biases regarding relationships in the data.
Table 1: Classification of Interestingness Measures
Interestingness Measure
Piatetsky-Shapiro’s Rule-Interest Function
Smyth and Goodman’s J-Measure
Major and Mangano’s Rule Refinement
Agrawal and Srikant’s Itemset Measures
Klemettinen et al. Rule Templates
Matheus and Piatetsky-Shapiro’s Projected Savings
Hamilton and Fudger’s I-Measures
Silbershatz and Tuzhilin’s Interestingness
Kamber and Shinghal’s Interestingness
Hamilton et al. Credibility
Liu et al. General Impressions
Gago and Bento’s Distance Metric
Freitas’ Surprisingness
Gray and Orlowska’s Interestingness
Dong and Li’s Interestingness
Liu et al. Reliable Exceptions
Zhong et al. Peculiarity

5

Representation
classification rules
classification rules
classification rules
association rules
association rules
summaries
generalized relations
format-independent
classification rules
generalized relations
classification rules
classification rules
format-independent
association rules
association rules
association rules
association rules

Foundation
probabilistic
probabilistic
probabilistic
probabilistic
syntactic
utilitarian
distance
probabilistic
probabilistic
probabilistic
syntactic
distance
probabilistic
probabilistic
distance
probabilistic
distance

Scope
single rule
single rule
single rule
single rule
single rule
single rule
rule set
rule set
single rule
rule set
single rule
rule set
rule set
single rule
single rule
single rule
single rule

Class
objective
objective
objective
objective
subjective
subjective
objective
subjective
objective
objective
subjective
objective
objective
objective
subjective
objective
objective
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